
GCSE DESIGN TECHNOLOGY TEXTILES COURSEWORK

GCSE Design and Technology - Textiles - AQA - specification code Click on In Year 11, students will complete their
coursework portfolio as well as the.

The assessor witness statement is used to support the assessor marks awarded for the selection and skilled use
of tools, equipment and processes demonstrated during the Quality of Manufacture stage. Evren
AlibabaDesign and Technology. A candidate's performance can sometimes be affected by circumstances out
of their control. Students begin their major project in the summer term using skills learnt over the year. Open
Evening is Wednesday 18 September 5. There should be a series of photos, demonstrating the manufacture of
the prototype in the portfolio for the make section. We ask our centres to submit their coursework extension
requests in the few weeks before the coursework submission deadline, the 15th of May. Awarding bodies
cannot be held responsible for the effective management of human resources in a centre. If you discover an
error after submitting a mark, you can amend it by emailing your centre number, the unit and candidate details,
and details of the mark s to be amended, to: courseworkmarks pearson. The outcomes must be clearly labelled
with the candidate name, candidate number, centre name, centre number and unit code before being
photographed. Please also remember that the mark you submit to us should be the total raw mark, not the
UMS mark. Extension requests should be emailed directly to dt. If you have any further questions about the
submission of coursework, please do not hesitate to contact me. The controlled assessment and coursework
grades will be awarded at the end of each examination series using the standard code of practice awarding
process. How do I submit the photographic evidence? Grade boundaries, which are subject to change each
exam series, are published on the website on the grade boundaries page. Coursework Deadline Extension
Requests We assess each request on its merits, using the same criteria applied across all of our subjects. The
same set of pictures from point 2, should be included with the CAB. This will be a design and make activity
from a range of exam board set tasks. During Year 10, students will focus on developing key hand skills as
well as using machines i. I hope you've found this update useful. Coursework deadlines are granted by the
Assessment Team on a case-by-case basis, subject to a review of the circumstances surrounding the request.
Over the two years, students will develop their practical and theory knowledge to successfully manufacture
textile products. There are places available for photos. The quality of the photography must be sufficient to
enable moderators to see the completed project clearly and in detail. The UMS marks are allocated by us as a
result of the awarding process.


